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Abstract 
Based on in-depth study, this paper proposes a solution to simplify the domestic air travelling steps by introducing 
Chinese Second-generation ID card to the whole process. During the whole travel process from booking to boarding, 
the author gives feasibility study for the reforms and implementations of related I.T. systems using by airlines and 
airports, and discuss the trends of passenger services provided by airlines and airports in the future. At the end of 
paper, the author presents two scenarios to describe the new better experience of air travelling by using Chinese 
Second-generation ID card. 
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1. Introduction 
With the rapid development of domestic civil aviation industry, the competition of airlines and airports in 
their respective fields gradually changes from the simple price war into the service war. In particular, the 
philosophy of the several domestic major airlines and the main domestic hub airports gradually moves closer 
to the advanced standard of the international civil aviation. They urgently need to introduce new technologies 
and products to transform the traditional business and process so as to improve their competitiveness. On the 
other hand, passengers demand higher and higher for the service of civil aviation, especially the frequent flyer. 
They have extensive experience in air travel and hope to enjoy more convenient and efficient service. The 
proposal of the concept of “Fast Travel” is just meeting the requirement of airlines, airports and passengers. At 
the same time, the universal use of the e-ticket makes the “paperless travel” possible and even is the 
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development direction of the future passenger travel. 
Currently, most Chinese residents hold the second-generation ID card (hereinafter referred to as "second 
generation ID card"). Whether the second generation ID card can be the index of passenger booking and flight 
information and be fully used in domestic air passenger service process becomes a new topic. 
2. The whole second generation ID card process of air passenger travel 
Making a comprehensive survey the whole process of the domestic air passenger travel at the present stage 
and with deep study of the information system in the various aspects, the authors found the following areas for 
improvement: 
 
1.  Lack of the information relation that passenger as the center: In the traditional service modes and 
information systems, the ticket is center, PNR and ticket number are index, and however, it is lack of 
integration of the travel information of the same passenger. For example, ICS and DCS systems are difficult to 
obtain passenger booking information and seat preferences which passengers often use in the airline customer 
management system (CRM) that can enhance service. The CRM is difficult to promptly know the change of 
passenger itinerary or status in the ICS/DCS systems. Another example is, system can not recognize whether a 
different PNR is from the same passenger or not. If the tickets for different segments of a transfer passenger 
are bought from different airlines, they are difficult to be related in the system and are difficult to be provided 
appropriate assurance services. 
2.  Parts of the whole process in air passenger travel are quite many, and up to four kinds of certificates are 
involved, including identity cards, boarding passes, baggage receipts and VIP cards. Two certificates are 
needed at least: identity cards and boarding passes. Passengers need to present different certificate on different 
stage. The handling of related businesses will be affected once the certificate is lost. For some areas such as 
the security staff, they also need to inspect and compare two different certificates, the operation is more 
complicated. 
3.  Boarding pass printers and boarding pass supplies are all industry-specific, so they are more expensive. 
Quite a large number of boarding pass printers will be bought while building the new airport. The costs of 
annual maintenance of them are considerable. The boarding pass can be used only once, so it is also a waste of 
resources. In today that the electronic information technology is highly developed, these costs can be 
considered to be eliminated by the electronic document. 
4.  With the diversity of ways of check-in, the identification and security of boarding passes generated from 
different check-in source bring a higher demand on the check of the boarding pass legality. In addition, the 
format of boarding pass bar code of the airports is not uniform; it also brings inconvenience to the transfer 
passenger. 
Currently, most Chinese residents hold the second-generation ID card (hereinafter referred to as "second 
generation ID card"). According to the information released by the police department, from 2005 
comprehensively launching the work of second generation ID cards' renewal, after nearly four years to 
promote and popularize, the work of renewal has been basically completed in early 2009. The second 
generation ID card is electronic, secure and universal, etc, and is the necessary identity documents to be used 
when China's residents travel by domestic flights. 
Based on this, authors propose the idea of introducing the second generation ID card to solve current 
problems: 
1.  Make the ID number as means for recognizing the passenger information of each civil aviation 
information systems. Problems can be solved include: 
 The ID number of the citizen is unique so it can be the index of a passenger in different 
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information systems such as the reservation, departure and security systems  
 It is easy to integrate the information of a same passenger on each aspect in one flight or 
several flights, including booking information, flight preferences, check-in records, security 
and frequent flyer information, etc, and form the service mode that passengers are actually in 
the center. 
 
2.  The second generation ID card takes the place of passenger boarding passes of domestic flights. 
Problems can be solved include: 
 Facilitate passenger traveling, really achieve One Card in All Stage. 
 Reduce the operating costs of airlines and airports, from a paperless service process in booking, 
check-in, security and boarding. 
 Solve the problems of boarding pass security, as well as that the standards of boarding passes 
are not uniform from different check-in source. 
 Easy to connect with the public security system, screen suspects or the criminal wanted by the 
law in the whole process of passenger travel so as to warn in advance. 
Based on the information system function of the civil aviation, integrating passenger information, ticket 
sales and departure service information by using the second generation ID card, domestic air services will 
display a whole new appearance in the paperless whole process that passengers are in the central. 
Reservation Stage: Passengers supply the real name and identity card number, while the system automatically 
associated with the airline CRM database to obtain the other relevant information. Passengers bought tickets 
more than once do not need to provide repeated information. After passenger buying tickets, identity cards 
will be the certificate of the following stages. 
Check-in Stage: For passengers that travel with the second generation ID card, the significance of check-in 
is only for seat selection. If passengers want to select a seat, they can choose the ways of web check-in, mobile 
check-in or airport counters, etc, extract the booking records by ID number; choose their favorite seat and 
check-in. However, they need not print paper boarding pass or download electronic boarding pass. Passengers 
who don't have booking preferences or have selected the seat can directly pass through security with the 
second generation ID card. 
Baggage Consignment: Passengers who need to consign baggage can handle baggage consignment 
procedures on the designated counter with identification card and get the baggage receipts. 
Security Stage: Passengers can pass security only by their ID cards. Security system reads the second 
generation ID card for identification, passengers can automatically check-in while not. 
Waiting Stage: VIPs can show their identity cards. When CRM system retrieves the flight information and 
the level information of frequent flyers, it permits passengers to enter the VIP room and have a rest. 
Boarding Stage: Passengers can have the identification and board by directly scanning the second 
generation ID card at the boarding gate, and then really achieve the service process of “One Card in All 
Stage”. 
Subsequent Data Processing: Passenger data integration and related data analysis can be positioned through 
the ID number, so as to form a real analysis result of the customer relationship and passenger behavior. 
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Figure 1. Application of the second-generation ID card in whole process of the domestic air traveling 
 
3. System Feasibility 
3.1 Reservation chain analysis 
Currently, Civil Aviation booking and valid documents required real-name system information. Create a 
passenger in the booking reservation system identification number recorded in the index, established by the 
identification number PNR reservation systems and airline passenger reservation records the mapping 
between the CRM databases. 
1.  Department of passengers by air, business, agent, airline ticket booking websites, direct input card, 
the background associated with the airline reservation system, customer relationship through the ID card 
database of VIP passengers, high-end passengers, frequent flyer information, blacklist, passenger preferences, 
according to the index information associated with the direct targeting of these visitors, and automatically 
handles record passenger booking service information (such as whether the VIP, is the high-end tourists, 
whether you like the window seat, etc.), a frequent visitor card number is automatically entered in order to 
accumulate mileage, as well as telephone, EMAIL and other contact information, passengers only need to 
identify and make necessary changes without the need to re-enter. 
2.  The system ID number is automatically created by the many travelers booking records of the 
association, effective solution to passengers caused by the different travel booking channels, fracture, thus 
maintaining the integrity of passenger travel, to provide optimization services. 
3.2 Airport services 
3.2.1 Check-in service sectors 
If the passengers had not previously handled online or mobile check-in, arrive at the airport if you want 
to choose a seat, you can select airport check-in counters or check-in, etc., to extract the booking record by ID 
number, choose your favorite seat and check-in formalities; seating preferences or if no booking has been 
selected in the passenger seat, second generation ID card holders can directly pass through security. 
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If passengers need to checked baggage, and present their ID card to the counter delivery. As the second 
generation ID card holders are mostly tourists traveling multi-channel self-service check-class way of 
diversion without check-in counter at the airport, so to counter checked baggage may even need to wait in line. 
3.2.2 Airport security 
Security system needs from the original double-check the ID card and boarding pass, change the model 
ID check only mode, and through automatic number identification system, real-time access to the passenger 
departure flight information for status. If the passenger has the value of machine, then through security, if the 
passenger does not check-in, the security system will automatically check-in formalities for passengers, 
visitors can then direct clearance. 
However, at present China's civil aviation airport security rules and regulations still require passengers 
must hold ID, boarding pass, boarding pass through the cap seal of security. With the development and 
improvement of security systems, security per passenger by the results in the system whether or not you can 
get that from a technical perspective, the need for boarding seal of cover is no longer necessary. However, 
according to different levels of airport information technology, the program supports the value of security 
systems in the process of automatic machine can choose to print a paper boarding slip, slip on by staff in the 
seal. 
It is recommended that the CAA consider ways to improve China's civil aviation airport security 
regulations, to support security seal of the electronics. 
3.2.3 Passenger waiting, boarding areas 
Airlines frequent flyer lounge access system ID number can be used to leave the system and CRM 
system in real-time access airline passenger flight information, and confirm the level of regular visitors, 
without having to present your boarding pass, passengers and frequent flyer card number. 
The visitors' waiting area can be set to self-check machines, passenger flight information by scanning the ID 
card and current handling the situation, or check boarding slogans and distribution to meet the needs of 
passengers Information. 
For flight delays, the need meals, lodging, you can receive receipt with ID and boarding services. 
At the gate, by scanning the passenger's identity card, check the front-end database system can be 
extracted from the departing passenger information and display flight number, seat number, the boarding 
operation; while passenger ID card security system linked to confirm passenger security state. Such as the 
gate in the far flight, boarding gate for boarding passengers print paper slip as evidence. 
With the development of self-help products, self-boarding gates can also support the second generation ID 
card based on the application and promotion. 
4. System applications simulation 
Scene simulation A: a trip for business travelers: 
1.  Provide the ID number to purchase tickets to the company's assistant, then the success of passenger 
phone bookings received notice; 
2.  The day before the flight cell phone received travel alert, SMS visitors click the link to enter the 
mobile check-in system, extracts booking records by ID number, select a preferred seat; subsequently 
received a text message tips for success, check-in slogans, seat number at a glance; 
3.  Arrival at the airport, directly through the security holders of second generation ID card, arrived at the 
designated gate terminal; 
4.  Passengers boarding on ID cards 
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Scene simulation B: a trip airline frequent flyer 
1.  Ticket airline passengers landing site, select the flight and enter ID number, the system automatically 
displays the names of passengers, frequent flyer card number, seating preference, telephone number, mailing 
address and other information itinerary, passengers confirmed after the payment, successful receipt of 
booking then phone information; 
2.  The day before the flight cell phone received travel alert, scheduled passenger flights that take off, 
destination, weather temperature is appropriate; for mobile check-in passengers not as airline passenger seat 
preference has been to understand; 
3.  Passengers arrive at the airport ID cards directly through security, the security staff checking ID cards 
at the same time the system has automatically handle the check-in, phone received a flight and seat number 
slogan tips 
4.  Airline passenger ID cards to enter the VIP lounge 
5.  Passengers boarding on ID cards - of course, the front row aisle seat. 
5. Conclusion 
If the second card of the advantages of the use of air passenger service to the process, not only conform 
to the expectations of visitors convenient travel, business aviation industry better able to provide better service 
for visitors to create favorable conditions. 
 Through the passenger's ID number can be integrated scattered reservations, departure, CRM, 
security and other passenger information systems, can form a central repository of information for 
the visitors, to provide more convenient service for passengers; 
 Permit application makes it easy to identify passenger information effectively; 
 Passengers to buy tickets after the airport can be reached directly through security and boarding, 
thus saving a large number of passengers queuing at the airport check-in formalities of the time; 
 Check the certificate electronically, paperless airline, airport, significant cost savings; 
 Visitors as the center of the process will be more close to passenger services, airlines and airports to 
facilitate differentiated, personalized, accurate positioning of the passenger can services and 
products; 
 In the security of information technology has the qualifications, the need to CAA policies, or 
regulations, support; 
Based on the idea of this program, passport or fingerprint can be extended to other applications of 
biotechnology. 
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